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Chuck Todd
Be Fair

I could write about any
number of cable news programs and their overtly biased reporting, but for the
sake of this article and brevity, I focused my attention
on Chuck Todd. It’s obvious
to me that Chuck Todd is
not a Hillary Clinton fan. Mr.
Todd continuously defames
Mrs. Clinton with his one
sided reporting. I first noticed it during the February
4, 2016 New Hampshire
Democratic Debate when
he asked the supposed
internet question “Are you
willing to release the transcripts of all your paid
speeches?” This particular
request had never been
made of a candidate for

president. But lo and behold, the whole political
world jumped at this question and the rest is history.
Now, Mr. Todd could have
phrased this question in a
less accusatory or personal
way, for example, “Do you
think that all presidential
candidates should release
transcripts of all their paid
speeches?”
Doesn’t that
sound less partisan? But he
didn’t phrase the question
that way because he wanted
to put her on the defensive.
Mr. Todd has continued to
spew his opinions hiding behind the cloak of journalism.
I am starting to take mental
notes of his negative rhetoric, and time after time he

reports non favorable excerpts concerning Secretary
Clinton. He continues to give
little morsels of negative
press on her to see what
sticks. Check this out, remember this “Is Hillary Clinton afraid of the Bern?”
“What is Hillary going to do if
she loses New York,” even
though she was always
ahead in the polls, it should
have been the other way
around. Secretary Clinton
was the presumptive nominee at that time. I am sick of
Mr. Todd trying to derail Secretary Clinton with all these
negative comments that he
calls journalism. Mr. Todd
reminds me of so many who
in their minds were the
greatest gift to themselves.
They think just because they
have an admirable position
that they are intelligent and
everyone else is beneath
them. I’ve seen this many
times. Mr. Todd hardly ever
called out Senator Sanders
for his total disrespect of

Secretary Clinton. How he
shouted all over her and
put her down with the
same old stories he’d
shouted for months. Well
Mr. Todd as a journalist
why don’t you give equal
time in reporting Mrs.
Clintons positive attributes, her rise to power on
her own accord, her stellar
performance as a Senator,
a First Lady, a Secretary of
State, presumptive nominee and now Nominee of
the Democratic Party. I
have come to the conclusion, that you want Secretary Clinton to lose. You
use code words like divisive, hate, not trustworthy
etc. What do you expect if
the basis of your reporting
is filled with negative connotations to describe Secretary Clinton? Just be fair
Mr. Journalist, just be fair.
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